MONDAY: A BORDER
TOO FAR
In this roundup: Turkey, pipelines, and a border
not meant to be crossed.
It’s nearly the end of the final Monday of
2016’s General Election campaign season. This
shit show is nearly over. Thank every greater
power in the universe we made it this far
through these cumulative horrors.
Speaking of horrors, this Monday’s movie short
is just that — a simple horror film, complete
with plenty of bloody gritty gore. Rating on it
is mature, not for any adult content but for its
violence. The film is about illegal immigrants
who want more from life, but it plays with the
concepts of alien identity and zombie-ism. Who
are the illegals, the aliens, the zombies? What
is the nature of the predator and their prey?
Does a rational explanation for the existence of
the monstrous legitimize the horror they
perpetuate in any way?
The logline for this film includes an even
shorter tag line: Some borders aren’t meant to
be crossed. This is worth meditating on after
the horrors we’ve seen this past six months.
Immigrants and refugees aren’t the monsters. And
women aren’t feeble creatures to be marginalized
and counted out.
Should also point out this film’s production
team is mostly Latin American. This is the nearfuture of American storytelling and film. I
can’t wait for more.
Tough Turkey
The situation in Turkey is extremely
challenging, requiring diplomacy a certain
Cheeto-headed candidate is not up to handling
and will screw up if he places his own interests
ahead of that of the U.S. and the rest of the
world.

Luxembourg’s

foreign

minister compares Erdoğan’s
purge to Nazi Germany
(Deutsche Welle) — Yeah, I
can’t argue with this when a
political party representing
an ethnic minority and a
group sharing religious
dogma are targeted for
removal from jobs, arrest
and detention.
Op-Ed: Erdoğan targeting
critics
of
all
kinds
(Guardian) — Yup. Media,
judges, teachers, persons of
Kurdish heritage or Gulenist
religious bent, secularists,
you
name
it.
Power
consolidation in progress.
Democracy, my left foot.
HDP
boycotts
Turkish
parliament after the arrest
of its leaders (BBC) —
Erdoğan claimed the arrested
HDP leaders were in cahoot
with the PKK, a Kurdish
group identified as a
terrorist
organization.
You’ll recall HDP represents
much of Turkey’s Kurdish
minority. But Erdoğan also
said he doesn’t care if the
EU calls him a dictator; he
said the EU abets terrorism.
Sure. Tell the cities of
Paris and Brussels that one.
Think Erdoğan has been
taking notes from Trump.

U.S. and Turkish military
leaders meet to work out
Kurd-led ops against ISIS
(Guardian)
—
Awkward.
Turkish military officials
were still tetchy about an
arrangement in which Kurdish
forces would act against
ISIS in Raqqa, Syria, about
100 miles east of Aleppo.
The People’s Protection
Units (YPG) militia — the
Kurdish forces — will work
in concert with Arab members
of Syrian Democratic Forces
(SDF) coalition in Raqqa to
remove ISIS. Initial blame
aimed at the PKK for a car
bomb after HDP members were
arrested heightened existing
tensions between Erdoğan
loyalists and the Kurds,
though ISIS later took
responsibility
for
the
deadly blast. Depending on
whose take one reads, the
Arab part of SDF will lead
the effort versus any
Kurdish
forces.
Turkey
attacked YPG forces back in
August while YPG and Turkey
were both supposed to be
routing ISIS.
In the background behind Erdoğan’s moves to
consolidate power under the Turkish presidency
and the fight to eliminate ISIS from Syria and
neighboring territory, there is a struggle for

control of oil and gas moving through or by
Turkey.
Russia lost considerable revenue after oil
prices crashed in 2014. A weak ruble has helped
but to replace lost revenue based on oil’s
price, Russia has increased output to record
levels. Increase supply only reduces price,
especially when Saudi Arabia, OPEC producers,
and Iran cannot agree upon and implement a
production limit. If Russia will not likewise
agree to production curbs, oil prices will
remain low and Russia’s revenues will continue
to flag.
Increasing pipelines for both oil and gas could
bolster revenues, however. Russia can literally
throttle supply near its end of hydrocarbon
pipelines and force buyers in the EU and
everywhere in between to pay higher rates — the
history of Ukrainian-Russian pipeline disputes
demonstrates this strategy. Bypassing Ukraine
altogether would help Russia avoid both
established rates and conflict there with the
west. The opportunities encourage Putin to deal
with Erdoğan, renormalizing relations after
Turkey shot down a Russian jet last November.
Russia and Turkey had met in summer of 2015 to
discuss a new gas pipeline; they’ve now met
again in August and in October to return to
plans for funding the same pipeline.
A previous pipeline ‘war’ between Russia and the
west ended in late 2014. This conflict may only
have been paused, though. Between Russia’s
pressure to sell more hydrocarbons to the EU,
threats to pipelines from PKK-attributed
terrorism and ISIS warfare near Turkey’s
southwestern border, and implications that
Erdoğan has been involved in ISIS’ sales of oil
to the EU, Erdoğan may be willing to drop
pursuit of EU membership to gain more internal
control and profit from Russia’s desire for more
hydrocarbon revenues. In the middle of all this
mess, Erdoğan has expressed a desire to
reinstate the death penalty for alleged coup
plotters and dissenters — a border too far for

EU membership since death penalty is not
permitted by EU law.
This situation requires far more diplomatic
skill than certain presidential candidates will
be able to muster. Certainly not from a
candidate who doesn’t know what Aleppo is, and
certainly not from a candidate who thinks he is
the only solution to every problem.
Cybery miscellany

Tesco bank shut down cards
temporarily to stop attacks
on accounts (Bloomberg)–
Tesco bank, the financial
arm of UK’s Tesco grocery
store chain, halted card
transactions in order to
stop widespread breaches of
client
accounts.
Some
reports said as many as
20,000 accounts had been
attacked,
with
amounts
ranging from a handful to
several hundred pounds per
account. Little detail yet
about the breach mechanism.
Kremlin email allegedly
hacked
by
Ukraine
(NakedSecurity) — You knew
this was coming, right?
Following this stuff is like
the old Mad Magazine Spy vs.
Spy comic. East hacks West,
then West hacks East,
hijinks ensue.
Cisco’s job application site
leaked applicants’ personal
data (The Register) — Not

good; the company’s mobile
site was affected for
limited windows of time and
has now been fixed. I’ve run
into this before with
Fortune
500
companies’
career portal sites. Job
applications often include
input fields for Social
Security numbers along with
home address information —
more than enough to steal
someone’s identity.
Facebook’s Zuckerberg may
not be helping humans with
approach to AI (Three Pound
Brain) — op-ed which should
give
you
monolithic

pause
about
technology

companies
development

and
their
of artificial

intelligence for profit.
That’s it for now. I’ll put up an open thread
dedicated to all things election in the morning.
Brace yourselves.

